## General Description

This is a position involving responsibility for assisting in the performance of basic plumbing, carpentry, painting, electrical and mechanical repairs on various buildings and surrounding areas throughout the City of Rochester. Direct supervision is occasionally exercised over helpers and laborers. Does related work as required.

**HOURS:** Monday-Friday 12:00pm-4:00pm

## Typical Work Activities

- Repairs windows, floors, doors, walls and other parts of buildings;
- Performs semi-skilled work in masonry, carpentry, electrical and painting operations;
- Helps in the installation and repair of plumbing, heating, ventilating and electrical equipment and systems;
- Plants and cares for grass, shrubs and trees;
- Maintains and repairs sidewalks and roadways;
- Removes snow from sidewalks and roadways;
- Performs minor maintenance and repair tasks on gasoline and electric motors;
- Performs miscellaneous tasks requiring manual labor.

## Minimum Qualifications

Graduation from a standard grade school course; **PLUS** one (1) year of experience as a worker or trainee in one or more of the standard building trades (plumbing, carpentry, painting, electrical and mechanical.)